














SUCCESS 
ACROSS MULTIPLE INDUSTRIES 

Dropoul®'s flexibility has been demonstrated across many industries worldwide. 
Here are just a few examples: 

Offshore Industry pneumatic 
equipment ... 

"To protect the new pumps we fitted a 
0020:)()S Dropout unit to the existing o� 
inlet. The results hove been oulslonding. 
end our client is very impressed with the 
amount of water lhol is being removed. 
The exhaust or coming from the pumps 
is now effectively completely dry. Our 
compony hos been so impressed with 
the product that we' re now fitting them 
lo every piece of pneumatic equipment 
that we design and build." 

Colum Mosson, Director 
RESYS Engineering Services Ltd 

Lafarge Tarmac & Scottish Power 

'' finally, a product that does who I ii claims and
removes water from compressed or systems. 
After many years of expensive downtime and 
component replacements in my system I now 
hove clean dry air. , , 

Jim Donnelly 
Production Monoger. ScolAsh Lid 

In the workshop ... 

"Faced with investing in expensive 
desiccant or refrigerant units, I looked at 
the O<opout filter system. This hos proven to 
be on amazing find. giving me clean dry 
air without the hassle of ongoing 
maintenance. refrigerant or filler changes. 
II hos not let a single drop of water or 
contamination lhrovgh the system and I 
can't recommend it highly enough to 
those who value their tools and quality 
of work." 

Steve Copeland 
Flight hstrvctor & Examiner 

Head of Training. Wingglider Ltd 

On the farm ... 

"We were experiencing large amounts 
of liquid water in our workshop oi�ines 
and vegetable grading machines. 
I was told that I needed a refrigerant 
dryer to solve this water condensate 
issue. Thanks to Dropout we now hove 
dry air and hove eliminated costly 
down time and pneumatic failures. In 
addition we hove extended the life of 
our air tools and ore now able to cteon 
and reuse air filters on our plant saving 
us additional unneceSSOIY costs." 

Matthew Jordon 
G H Chennells Forms Lid 

, , We installed Dropout one month ago and 
what on amazing result. We ore now operating 
with a dry system and hove saved hours of 
unnecessary down time. '' 

, , We ore very pleased with the D0600A. It 
basically does everything ii says on the con. 
Very simple to install and removes all 
condensate water. '' 

What o great product! 

DRIVEN BY AIR. 

Brion Edwards 
Newmon Cams 

www.pcltireinflation.com 
sales@pclairtechnology .corn 

281-446-7300

Chris Hal 
New Forest Stone 
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